
  Become a Fearless Woman - From playing small to standing tall, Janelle 
shares her story of transformation from a timid, traumatized woman to 
becoming fearlessly confident. 

Value add for the audience - Learn her 4-phase S.T.A.R. process and first 
steps toward creating authentic, fearless confidence.

  How to Own Your Success - Women are notorious for discounting their 
accomplishments and flying past their successes without a second glance. 
This can create a sense of being a fraud and a growing fear of failure.

Value add for the audience - Learn how to “mark the moments” so you can truly own your success and turn 
those moments into momentum. This creates a powerful sense of self-belief and releases you to reach your 
fullest potential.

  How to Talk to Anyone - The biggest fear most people have is speaking in public, but many women also 
struggle with speaking up in conversations and meetings.

Value add for the audience - Learn 5 simple yet powerful keys to overcoming ‘stage fright’ and awkward 
conversations and instead becoming a magnetic, fascinating conversationalist as well as a confident public 
speaker.

JANELLE ANDERSON
Confidence Coach for Women Entrepreneurs & Leaders

Expert Coach, Author, and Speaker, Janelle Anderson leads women through 
her S.T.A.R. process of self-discovery, personal transformation, and growth 
to create a fearless confidence in who they are and what they do. This 
life-changing process results in new levels of success, satisfaction, and 
engagement in their lives. Janelle’s newest book, due out in 2020, is titled: 
She’s Taking Center Stage: How to Be the Star of Your Own Story. She 
chronicles her story of emerging from past sexual trauma to a place of fearless 
confidence, highlighting this S.T.A.R. process where she discovered how to be 

confidently fearless. She specializes in deep self-discovery through the use of various personality and strength 
assessments. She is a Master Practitioner of the Energy Leadership Index and a COR.E Energy coaching 
methodology from her training at iPEC. Janelle is a sought-after speaker for women’s events and hosts her own 
podcast, Women Emerging Fearlessly. Janelle is passionate about empowering women to know how great they 
truly are so they can stand up, step up, and speak up fearlessly.

“I heard Janelle speak on “Living Life on Purpose After 
50” and it jump-started what I’d been wanting for my 
direction in life. Her presentation was great and helped 
me to know I can start in any direction I choose. She is 
intuitive and highly skilled as a coach and speaker.”
—Vicki Wells
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